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B E  A  C O N S U L T A N T

A salesman sells goods and services. The goal of sales is

to make a sale.

A consultant, on the other hand, provides expert advice

in a particular area to help clients identify problems and

consider solutions. The goal of a consultant is to help

the client choose the best possible solution.

Unfortunately, the best solution sometimes costs more

than a client wants to pay to solve that particular

problem. This is what's known as a price objection.

In this ebook, we introduce techniques for handling

price objections — without becoming a salesman.

DON'T BE A
SALESMAN!



MOST
PRICE

OBJECTIONS
HAVE

NOTHING
TO DO

WITH
PRICE

Not so fast.  The above statement takes a lot for granted.

Even if you hear the potential client say those exact

words, that doesn't mean it's true.

Fortunately for you, it's a good thing it's not true. If it

were, then you'd have arrived at an impasse. Instead,

you've still got some options to explore.  

So let's ask a few questions to help you — and the client —

figure out what's really going on in the client's head.  

The Client LOVES the system and is

100% convinced of the value but...



AVOID OBJECTIONS
IN THE FIRST PLACE
"Before we talk price, let me remind
you what's included in the course."
This gives you a chance to emphasize the value of all the features of the test prep

course. As you recap the features, be sure to pair them with their corresponding

benefits.  

For example, when you mention the automatically emailed progress reports, be sure

to emphasize that this feature will enable the client to keep an eye on the course and

make sure it's working.  
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FIND OUT IF THE
OBJECTION IS "REAL"
"I hear you. College isn't cheap."
This statement does a few things. First, you're commiserating with the client about

the nature of college admissions. Second, you're subtly reminding the client that test

prep is a key part of a larger process that is vitally important to the student's future.

Third, it dismisses the pricing objection in a friendly way.

In many cases, clients are just probing to see whether there's a discount waiting for

savvy customers. Many sales experts say "a pricing objection isn't 'real' until it has

been raised twice."  
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UNDERSTAND THEIR
FRAME OF REFERENCE
"Too expensive compared to what?
First, you need to know whether the client is considering your services in the context

of other, inferior, options. Often, you'll find that the client is comparing your apples

to your competitors' inferior oranges. For example, some clients Google the phrase

"test prep" and jot down a few notes before a score consultation. Unfortunately, the

client sees ads for things like $199 stand-alone online only test prep.They're thinking

of test prep is a commodity. In their minds, one provider is as just as good as another.

You need to begin by drawing a distinction between these cheap, ineffective options

and your premium test prep system.

This question starts a conversation about all the features of your system that your

competitors cannot match.  
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ADDRESS THE PRICE
CONCERNS DIRECTLY
"Really? Help me understand your
thinking. How are you coming to
that conclusion?"
It can be helpful to express surprise (not offense!!) at the objection. If the client can

sense that this is an uncommon objection, that points to the fact that the pricing is

actually quite reasonable. The rest of the question prompts the client to reconsider

their objection. Any answer the client provides can help you to address their concerns

directly.  
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ESTABLISH THE VALUE
OF YOUR SYSTEM
"I want to make sure I've understood
your concerns. Are there any boxes
we've left unchecked?"
This question helps point out the fact that your test prep system includes literally

every feature the client can think of. If it doesn't, then you need to fix that. 

If you can think of a feature that you'd like to see added to our system, please email

us at service@clearchoiceprep.com. Seriously.
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BREAK IT DOWN INTO
SMALLER PAYMENTS
"For today, all we need to reserve
[student]'s spot is a deposit of..."
If the client doesn't seem to want to talk about big numbers, then talk about smaller

numbers. Start with a deposit of 20% (or so) to reserve the student's spot in the class

(or with a specific tutor).

For many parents, this feels like a more manageable purchase. Also, the mention of

reserving a spot implies an urgency with regard to getting started. 
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THE WHOLE > THE
SUM OF THE PARTS
"I'd hate to compromise and sell
you an ineffective solution."
The Clear Choice Test Prep system has been designed such that the whole is much

greater than the sum of the parts. The online video solutions, for example, make

the workbook a more powerful teaching tool. And the two working together enable

tutors to be much more efficient during tutoring sessions.

Explaining all of this gives you an opportunity to recall, once more, the value that

your test prep system delivers. 
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SHARE A RECENT
SUCCESS STORY
"I understand. In fact, we recently
worked with a client that, like you,
was uneasy about the price. But what
they found was..."
One more time, you're showing that you've listened to the client's concerns. Now,

instead of continuing to "sell them" you're sharing the experience of someone in

their position. This is a roundabout way of comforting the client with more evidence

that buying is the right move.
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HELP THE CLIENT GET
A "GOOD DEAL" 
"I want to make sure I understand. Is
the price the only thing that's in the
the way of us getting started?"
First, you need to show that you really do care about the experience of the client.

Second, the question sets the stage for you to be able to close the sale with a minor

discount.

Follow up by asking whether the client is ready to get started if you can waive the

materials fee (or the activation fee, etc.). If so, then you're $50 away from making a

sale. Decide whether that's a deal you're willing to make and proceed accordingly.
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DON'T SELL YOUR
TUTORING SHORT
"Some clients have insisted on crash
courses in the past, but it's not
something we generally offer because
they don't deliver the same value."
If you've recommended twenty-four hours of test prep tutoring, it seems a client

may assume that twelve hours will be half as good. Make sure you explain why this

reasoning doesn't hold true. Concepts must be introduced, practiced, and reviewed

over time. Crash courses often fail to deliver the gains we see from full-length courses.
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REMEMBER THAT TIME
IS ON YOUR SIDE
"With the next exam scheduled for
[date], I'd hoped to get started today."
If you feel that you've done everything you can to help the client understand

the value of your test prep system, then you may want to shift your attention to

re-establishing the need to get started soon. You can create urgency by citing the

limited time remaining before the next test date. You can also point to capped

enrollment for your group courses and limited availability of your one-on-one

tutors. 
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IF  YOU DON'T ENJOY SALES,  THEN
YOU DON'T 100% BELIEVE IN THE
TEST PREP SYSTEM YOU'RE SELLING.

The key to enjoying test prep score consultations is to first

make sure you've got the best product on the market. If you

choose to skip this crucial step, then you'll never feel good

about asking parents to trust you with their children's

futures. 

If you'd like to learn more about how Clear Choice Test Prep

can help you deliver test prep that you 100% believe in, then

take a moment to schedule a free software demo. 

Once you're confident that your system delivers unmatched

value, you'll be excited to sit down to score consultations and

discuss how you'll help students achieve their goals.

LOVE YOUR
TEST PREP
SYSTEM.

https://app.hubspot.com/meetings/matt26/software-demo
http://www.clearchoiceprep.com/
http://www.clearchoiceprep.com/
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